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PRF Showcase,
Archive Feature
New Directions in
Academic Work
The program concluded its second

year on April 29 with a showcase of

fellows' projects. More than 70

attendees circulated through a

series of virtual rooms where

PRF students guided them through

the outcomes of their work, from a

podcast that explores the FGEN experience, to an interactive map that

tells the story of displacement in Portland, to a Zoom choir

performance of music related to the theme. The dynamic event

underscored the potential in thinking beyond the traditional scholarly

article and conference presentation when it comes to academic

research. The program has archived a selection of this year's projects

on the PRF website to inspire future publicly-engaged work at UP.

Explore the projects in more detail here>> 

Why PRF? Program Interns Produce
Short Film on Year 2: Displacement
and Justice
If you're wondering what it's like to participate in the PRF program,

check out the video below to get a better sense of the benefits of

working on engaged projects. The PRF interns interviewed faculty and

student fellows to discuss their work and how it's changed their

perspectives on education, scholarly research, and their place in our

communities. Thank you to Natalie Davis and Kathryn Lampe for their

hard work and perseverance documenting the program across the year!

Watch the full video below. 

Program
Introduces New
Interdisciplinary
Working Group
Structure for Year 3
Interested in participating in PRF? Next

year the program will shift away from a

single annual theme to explore a

working group structure that we hope will provide an exciting

opportunity for faculty and students from across the University to

work together on a project, issue, or theme of their own design. There's

still time to put together a group and apply; applications are due June

7. 

For details, check out the CFP here>>
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